Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence. If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1. Heather does not like to eat coalsaw. 1. ______________________

2. The soldier scouted the territory to make sure it was safe. 2. ______________________

3. ______________________

4. ______________________

5. ______________________

6. Our dog likes to scrownge in the yard for his buried bones. 6. ______________________

7. You should not slouch in your seat. 7. ______________________

8. In my class we practice reading aloud with our teacher. 8. ______________________

9. The parrot made a loud squawck as we walked by its cage. 9. ______________________

10. Mrs. Anthony likes to keep her curtains drawn. 10. ______________________

11. The test had a short section of true or false questions. 11. ______________________

12. Dan's mom told him to allways say “please” and “thank you”. 12. ______________________
13. The little boy was given a jigsaw puzzle for Christmas.

14. I really like the new awning my uncle just put over the patio.

15. The winter storm delivered an awfull amount of snow.

16. The giant sunflower started as a little sprout.

17. Rob watched as the cat prepared to pounce on a mouse.

18. The mountin stood over the sleepy village like a watchman.

19. Do you reconize the shape of a man’s face in that cliff?

20. Technology is becoming increasingly more moble.

21. Frank has had a tickle in his throat all morning.

Challenge Words

24. Another word for a traffic circle is a roundabout.

25. The Native American warrior carried a tomohawk with him.
Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence. If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1. Heather does not like to eat **coalsaw**.
   1. coleslaw

2. The soldier **scouted** the territory to make sure it was safe.
   2. CORRECT

3. Grandma has a secret recipe for spaghetti **sause**.
   3. sauce

4. The wind was **howling** outside Mary Beth's window.
   4. CORRECT

5. It takes more effort to **frown** than it does to smile!
   5. CORRECT

6. Our dog likes to **scrownge** in the yard for his buried bones.
   6. scrounge

7. You should not **slouch** in your seat.
   7. CORRECT

8. In my class we practice reading **alloud** with our teacher.
   8. aloud

9. The parrot made a loud **squawck** as we walked by its cage.
   9. squawk

10. Mrs. Anthony likes to keep her curtains **drawn**.
    10. CORRECT

11. The test had a short section of true or **false** questions.
    11. CORRECT

12. Dan's mom told him to **allways** say “please” and “thank you”.
    12. always
13. The little boy was given a **jigsaw** puzzle for Christmas. **CORRECT**

14. I really like the new **awning** my uncle just put over the patio. **CORRECT**

24. Another word for a traffic circle is a **roundabout.** **CORRECT**

25. The Native American warrior carried a **tomahawk** with him. **tomahawk**